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WARM WELCOMES
We welcome you warm, into our heart, we knew we'd like you, from the start.

Don't be shy, just open the door, once you meet us, you'll surely adore.

So come on in, you'll regret this never, the memories here, will last you forever.
SHOUT OUTS
-Sanborn-

Katya:
Running and
JUMPING in the
halls!!! I <3 you
-WOO

To all my friends:
I LUV u all, Mya,
Bri, Toi, Denise,
Jazzy, Jaron, Ryan,
Dillion!

"One time...in
bandcamp..."

We love you hannah
warner

Love Ang and Kaytee

To Mal, Kat, Woo & Ang
Singing and "The Grinch
Songs" in science!
Love ya all!!

Yo munda
Annie-
mohank, so
many good
times BFF
-woo

Jake w.

Best friends and
siblings!!

-Amanda S.

To Kaytee:
We're the coolest ppl u know it
-<3 Ang

PBT-

for Mahalia

To Elena:
- "Nice shirt"
- "Thanks, it's My Mom's"
-From Ang and Anna

Super Man
Russian Lady!

VOLUMIZER!

I <3 you
Farticuk

Hannah Tremblay:
NOW sooo many good
times especially at
soccer!! "Stick a
fork in it." . The
jelly beans (ew)
Sweet Trial (the
streams) my fat lip!

<3 Clemdiddle hopper
aka Jack

Malibu High!
Tara, Kim, Anya, Katherine
Trucker Hats for life!

KWEELS-
GAME FACES
'06

Jackolanna -
we had some
fun times!
-woo

To Funky-
"I gotta go
pee", "I
mooved"-

-From Delick

Master and kelly
I LOOOOVE YOU
Waterbuck is tight-as life
Ahh too many to remember
<3 FAT KID IN OVERALLS

To Brennax:
"My hero"

-From Journah

Ang, It's ok,
we'll be rich
and famous
one day! Just
wait and see!

<3 Anna

HAN HAN & NAH
Nah

Intense... gladiator
Best Friends For
Life

Whats up Mr. Drags?

Kelly aka Jelly
I LOVE YOU
BEST FRIENDS
FOR LIFE SO
MANY GOOD
TIMES

LOVE MEGHAN

To Liza:
Elena

LET THEM EAT CAKE!!!

From, Boonah
five hundred twenty five thousand six hundred minutes
five hundred twenty five thousand moments so clear
five hundred twenty five thousand six hundred minutes

how do you measure? measure a year
in homerooms,
in passes,
in bus rides,
in moments together,
in hallways, in classes, in laughter, in strife
five hundred twenty five thousand six hundred minutes

how do you measure a year in a life?

how about love?
how about love?
how about love?
measure in love
FOND FAREWELLS

MRS. LANG

Mrs. Lang taught for 14 years at CMS. She has taught at both Peabody and Sanborn. In addition to teaching 6th grade Social Studies, Mrs. Lang taught 6th grade English and Special Education. She was an amazing teacher who we will all remember fondly.

MADAME NEUMAN

Madame Neuman has been with us at CMS for 22 years. She has taught French, Math, Special Education, 6th and 7th grade Science, and introductory Spanish. This past year she taught 8th grade French at both buildings and was the Department Chair for Foreign Languages. She has done so much for our school. We won’t forget you.

WE’LL MISS YOU!!!!
Administration, Offices, and Nurses

Ms. McCann
Head Teacher
Sanborn

Mr. Unobskey
Principal
Concord Middle School

Mr. Haas
Head Teacher
Peabody

Mrs. Moran
Administrative Secretary
Sanborn

Mrs. Larsen
Office Secretary
Peabody

Mrs. Scheid
Guidance Secretary
Sanborn

Ms. Martinec
Guidance Secretary
Peabody

Mrs. Bell
School Nurse
Sanborn

Mrs. Menai
Executive Secretary
Concord Middle School

Mrs. Jenkinson
School Nurse
Peabody
Appreciations

The CMS Class of 2006 would like to show their appreciation to the Coaches of the Concord Middle School. Throughout the seasons, they give us their time and energy to improve our game, and make sure we enjoy ourselves. Regardless of their records, they keep our spirits up and never lose heart.

Mr. Wenstrom
Football
Boys Basketball
Track

Ms. Cyr
Girls Soccer
Softball

Mr. Cellucci
Boys Soccer
Baseball

Ms. Harmon
Cross Country
Track

Ms. Benoit
Cross Country
Track

Mr. Cadigan
Baseball

Ms. Welburn
Field Hockey

Ms. Oelkers
Athletic Director

Mr. Baldricchi
Girls Basketball

WE'RE #1!
CMS STAFF ROCKS THE HOUSE!!!!
Sixth Graders

Houses I and IV
Kelly Fadden  Jackson Ringan  Sophie Fisher  Cody Fitzgerald  Olive Francos  Alexander Frankewicz  Jessica Friedman
Anna Gali-Caldwell  Andrew Garnoff  Sophie Geshjian  Francesca Gerdie  Sam Ghazey  Anna Glasberg  Sam Gridden
Olivia Gomez  Lily Gordon  Douglas Goushine  Thomas Goulet  Mark Grande  Rachel Greald  Hartley Greensward
Thomas Gregory  Anna Grose  Eric Grove  John Guema  Abigail Gurney  Lucas Hale  Dylan Hardecker

Ms. Penniston Peabody  Ms. Lang Sanborn
*Captain Excuse*

This week... Homework Excuses!

- Paper is too rectangular, so I wrote it in the air.
- I broke my finger while picking my nose.
- My dog ate it... My goldfish ate it... Fine, I ate it!!!!
- I sent it to you telepathically but your spirit was not open to receive it.
- I was stuck in a blizzard and I burned it for warmth.
- I'm on a paper diet and it's all I had.
- Smart people you know... and I did it together but they have all the work.
- My parents didn't tell me to do it.
- Is it too late to tell you I can't read? (Big eyelashes and look helpless, works like a charm.)
- It's so beautiful, I didn't want to hurt it.
- My sister wrote a love note on the back of it and it's not appropriate for your eyes.
- Oh, that was homework? I used it to start the campfire last night... sorry.
- Student: I was busy walking my goat and... well, you know how goats are.
- Teacher: No, not really.
- Student: .......... no comment.
- I spilled toxic waste on it, and my parents wouldn't let me touch it. I don't know why, they're so weird. So, you want to pick it up after school?
- I was busy cow tipping with the Carlisle kids.
WOULD YOU RATHER . . . ?

Would you rather not be able to speak, or to not be able to hear?

Would you rather eat just string cheese for a year, or have to wear a yellow jumpsuit every day for a year?

Would you rather be a historian or a taxidermist when you grow up?

If you had to be a vegetable, would you rather be a carrot or corn?

Would you rather have a headache or a stomach ache for a whole week?

Would you rather own a cat that wouldn’t stop clawing the furniture, or a dog that wouldn’t stop barking?

Would you rather not be able to see the color red, or not be able to see the color blue?

Would you rather live in a place where it was never light, or where it was never dark?

Would you rather have no hands, or no feet?

Would you rather never be able to hear music, or always hear music?

Would you rather have everything, or know everything?
6th Grade Spaghetti Dinner Dance
Sixth Grade

Houses I and IV
Thoughts during class

Need dictionary to comprehend

What time is lunch?

Ogh, he has a girlfriend, stop flirting.

Are you kidding me?

It's Monday? I thought it was Thursday!

Oh my gosh! Can't concentrate! Spaghetti!

Stripes! MUST LOOK AT THEM!

How many times do girls do their hair?

Is there a dance this weekend?

What time is this class over?

HUH?

Hungry, must eat

What does "masticate" mean anyways?
Reasons to look out the window:

- First time it snows
- Psychotic turkeys
- The seniors are driving by

I'm trying to figure out quantum physics and looking at the trees helps me concentrate...

Squirrel fight!
Concord Middle School presents...

"Witness"

"Music Man"
Games Page

Word search:
ANTLQRNLOSICER
QUPSBXTHIUSWVL
PSVKOVRZIXNF
RQSLVKVUIZWARI
FGJXCNLAYSULIJC
ICECREAMTEPKIF
DUGXGNELILOMI
RKSZQMLJSOAPR
USELPPAKYFRTSE

Find these Words:
Ice cream
Sizzle
Ovation
Fire
Ice
Sun
Apples

Crossword Puzzle

Down:
1. common form of precipitation
2. an item passed down over generations
3. the meaning of "emperor"

Across:
1. a subject Ms. Plante teaches
2. A smaller version of golf without the word golf.
3. Fill in the blank: what is hot and what is _____
4. The opposite of short

Connect 2 dots w/ a line. Whoever makes the most boxes wins!
What Were They Thinking?

“I’ll live there after my retirement.”

“Can you make this face, hmmm?”

“Yes, I played bongos in a band!”

“It’s just like my pogo stick at home!”

“I’m going to be a politician, you can trust me!”

“Unobskey’s the name. Arthur Unobskey.”

“Is this picture for the yearbook?”

“Is he taking my picture?”

“Next dance, I’m up!”

“Two more days until vacation.”

“In reality, I’m a superhero!!”

“Table captain, again?”

“Pretty good artist, huh!”

“78 trombones? I’ll lead the parade myself!”

“Look mom, I’m a star!”

“Mr. Olympia, in my former life.....”
Maroon and Gold Day

Maroon / Gold / Spirit

November 23, 2005
CMS

Ice cream vs. Brownies
74% 26%

North Face Fleeces vs. North Face Puffy Jackets
68% 32%

Uggs vs. Converse
38% 62%

Snow vs. Sun
37% 63%

Axe vs. Tag
63% 37%

Backpacks vs. Tote Bags
66% 34%

Word vs. Appleworks
79% 21%

Myspace vs. Live journal
78% 22%

Heritage vs.

French vs. Spanish

Thoreau 50%

AIM vs. MSN
73% 27%

Laguna Beach vs. O.C.
50% 50%

Blondes vs. Brunettes
43% 57%

Enrichment

Hot Dogs vs. Hamburgers
29% 71%

Dior vs. Chanel
30% 70%

Chorus vs. Band
52% 48%

Sweatpants vs. Jeans
16% 84%
POLLS

School musical vs. School play
47% 53%

Harry Potter vs. Ron Weasley
48% 52%

Curly vs. Straight hair
16% 84%

Dances vs. Parties
20% 80%

Peer mediation vs. Student Leaders
37% 63%

Fun vs. Interesting
86% 14%

Basketball vs. Soccer
44% 56%

The Ring vs. The Grudge
71% 29%

Hermione Granger vs. Cho Chang
64% 36%

Skiing vs. Snowboarding
55% 45%

Football vs. Baseball
55% 45%

Guitar vs. Drums
60% 40%

Diamonds vs. Pearls
75% 25%

Fire Drills vs. Lockdowns
18% 82%
2005-2006 CMS SPORTS

Girls Soccer
Boys Soccer
Girls Field Hockey
Cross Country
Football
Girls Basketball
Boys Basketball
PEABODY SUPERLATIVES

Class Comedian: Torie Burmeister
Most Likely To Succeed: Julie Yen
Most Guileful: Emily Rankin-Higgins
Best Laugh: Kate Guild
Best Dressed: Emma Cooke
Most Outgoing: Geoff Bolinger

Dimitri Zgonis
Most Athletic: Anilta Makbi-Hodge
Most Artistically Talented: Sam Rosenstein
Mike Strang
Eva Olsen
Luke Battle

Brodie Stone
Most Likely To Secretly Be A Superhero: Hannah Donohue

Preppiest: Arielle Pina
Best Smile: Glen Metcalfe

Bridget Schelzi
Mark Nimar
superlatives

Most Likely to Succeed as a Superhero: Matt Chappell
Most Outgoing: Matt Chappell
Most Likely to Succeed: Leah Barker
Best Dressed: Leah Barker
Most Artistically Talented: Liza Mesarchen
Best Laugh: Tom Ikeda
Class Comic: Chenzhe Shen
Best Smile: Josh Cohen
Most Athletic: Neil Rasmussen
Most Quirky: Maggie Koles
Most Attractive: Jon Cutler
Most Gullible: Kaelin Cornett

39
Fun Words

plinth
a block or slab on which a pedestal, column, or statue is placed.

floccinaucinihilipilification
an act or instance of judging something to be worthless or trivial.

brouhaha
an uproar; a hubbub.

lugubrious
mournful, dismal, or gloomy, especially to an exaggerated or ludicrous degree.

curmudgeon
an ill-tempered person full of resentment and stubborn notions.

frou-frou
fussy or showy dress or ornamentation.

beluga
a large white sturgeon.

flibbertigibbet
a silly, flighty, or scatterbrained person.

Gollywollypogs!
oh my!

confgradation
a big fire.

scrumdiddlyumcious
delicious.

batata
a type of sweet potato having somewhat dry, bland, yellowish to white flesh, used as a staple food in many tropical countries.
Eighth Graders
Prophecies
(Feabody)

Prophecies
(Peabody)

Sanborn Prophecies
8th Grade Valentine's Dance
DYNAMIC DUOS
That'll be the day when...

'No one knows how Charlie A, forever. Stawes to listen. 'Alicia S. writes large enough to read without straining your eyes.' Jacob A. and Ben B. feel a math test. 'Natalie A. stops laughing at Taylor. 'Alex C. always randomly laugh in class.' Zach A. happy hockey. 'Lake B. is smarter than Emily R.' and Jasmine R. 'Matt B. is quiet too busy.' 'John B. is bad at sports.' 'Geoffrey B. tells us hardly that the whole school loses hour.' Caroline B. isn't good at basketball. 'Tori B. goes out. 'Madeleine C. isn't chicken.' 'Emma C. asks for the definition of a word.' 'Molly C., Jenny B., and Hannah D. fail our class.' 'Elizabeth C. stops obsessing over pictures of famous boys.' 'Zack C. is sitting in a normal position in social studies class.' 'Sara D. is involved with Billy Joe Armstrong.' 'Kelsey D. and Kathryn G. don't ride a horse for a week. 'We forgot Pascale D. 'Mike D. doesn't want food that Mr. Murphy eats.' 'Kathy D. hates juice.' 'Heather E. talks normal and sits still for two minutes.'

'Someone pronounces Charlotte Koch's last name correctly. 'Someone continues Charlotte laughter that she isn't even and that Nance isn't a sport. 'Eric O. and Rachel R. don't have their hair done.' 'Sara R. doesn't wear black or pink.' 'Hayley B. doesn't think that she's a cow.' 'Leah S. and Elizabeth C. stop square dancing with each other. 'Boys dance at dances.'

'Someone can read the name. 'Ellen N. walks at a normal speed.' 'Kate M. and Molly C., take over the world with an army of over populated loonies.' 'Ivan D. doesn't want his meal but we Mocking Bay Day.' 'Lara G. doesn't smile.'

'Pattie C. is transforming - doesn't look like Patricia New Roman.' 'Alex S. and Jesse W. aren't obsessed with the Red Sox.' 'Elizabeth E. doesn't wear our name clothes.' 'John Y. walks back as a writer.' 'Geoffrey B. is involved in a Lake situation and Luke B. is involved in a Geoffrey situation.' 'Ben M. doesn't wear his hat.' 'Paul R. doesn't like his room.' 'Rachel R. doesn't please all the time.' 'Colleen M. lives near. 

'Matthew N. stops drinking coffee at night.' 'Nick W. doesn't save.' 'Cameron O. isn't reminded of a story.' 'Marla R. and David S. want to ride the Red Sox.' 'Zach C. doesn't like AC/DC.' 'Geoff H. isn't involved in a play.'

'Jordan L. isn't happy.' 'Eline C. doesn't wear pink.' 'Alvarez L. isn't good at soccer.' 'Alvina Y. is quiet.' 'Kate C. stops laughing.'

We forget CMS!
That'll be the day when...

Nobody asks Ms. R-Q for a translation in Spanish class—when nobody tries to get out of class to talk to Ms. Cyw—Sam T. is actually taller than Julia T.—when Hannah R., Mallory M., Katya M., Katie W., Angela K., Kelly M., and Woo E. don't sing in Ms. Behoit's science class—Merrill and Tomagen B. aren't the most hyper people in the school—Heleen T. isn't good at all school subjects—Jack C. and Nick D.C. aren't in a band together—Kim A. doesn't love ice-skating—Leah B. isn't tall—Mizzy A. and Julian N-A don't have soda in Math Class—Mr. Stern doesn't get at least a dozen blank stares in all his classes—Hannah T. isn't hilarious—Robby isn't called "Bad Robby" in Social Studies Class—Elena R. and Natasha VP aren't always together—Will B. doesn't wear gigantic shoes—Jeremy AF isn't a critic about everything—Beau B. isn't quiet—Angela K. doesn't wear her big white sun glasses—Meredith L. isn't called Mer—Alexandrea E. isn't called Woo—Lisa M. is quiet—Mya K., Jazz C., Brianne B., Toi M., Denise B., and Chenara S. don't dance—Jaron H. doesn’t flirt with all the girls in the 8th grade—Pat D. isn’t called P. (now Diddly) Justin doesn’t have a twin brother—Nick-Gary C. doesn’t question every thing her teachers say—Sasja J. isn’t the sweetest girl in school—Perrin H. and Devin J. don’t sit next to each other on the bus—Nick DG doesn’t yell, "Hey, what it?" to everyone he sees them in the halls—Anybody actually listens to the rules about no hats, iPods, or cell phones—Marc M. doesn’t sleep on the bus—Lauren P. is hyper—Michelle L., Annie K., and Mahalia M. have lunch anywhere but Ms. Cyw's office—Preston J. is cool enough for people to wear him—Nobody gets sung to on their birthday in the cafeteria—Joey P. doesn’t consider Jake W part of Ms. Gelder’s homeroom—Pat Z. doesn’t participate in all class discussions—Katya M. doesn’t sing—Brenna M. isn’t sarcastic—Nick DG and Rachel J. aren’t friends—Hannah W. Brenna don’t have their hair on top of their heads after lunch group—Zach K. doesn’t call Ms. Gelder—Ms. Gelders—Jack W. is on time to school—Matt H. and Mark P. aren’t in bands—Chris M. and Ben M. don’t look alike—Alex B. talks without using her hands—We see Ben B. out of his wheelchair before high school—Katherine B., Anya B., Katie C., Hannah T., Angela K. and Meri L. aren’t friends—Mr. Unobskey doesn’t lecture the 8th grade about our bad behavior—Mallory M. doesn’t leave the room, when watching Holocaust movies—Natalie T. doesn’t have an accent—Nicole C. isn’t nice to everyone—Chris M. doesn’t make everyone laugh including the teacher’s in all his classes—Vicki RW doesn’t love to write in English—Toi M. doesn’t ask the most embarrassing questions in Heath—Thalia K. and Jill P. aren’t always talking about somethings—Andrew M., Max B., and Ali G. aren’t on the basketball team—Anna S. doesn’t love horses—Jamie S. is anything but Editor in Twelve Angry Men—Tory M. isn’t nice to everyone—Saban C. doesn’t know everything about Spanish—Becca B. isn’t happy—Dillon P. isn’t friends with Jaron and Ryan—Stephen E. and Hayden C. aren’t friends—Nick D. isn’t too shy to be loud—Tahana J. isn’t sarcastic—Nicole C. and David G. aren’t quiet—Pat B. doesn’t have red hair—Sam A. plays anything but soccer—Jared Luken is serious all day—Jack D. is tall and not smart—Soraya H. has her natural hair color—when all the teachers give us no homework (WINK WINK!!!)
Peabody 8th Sanborn

Mr. Crowley - Math

Mr. Stern - Math

Grade

Ms. Sailor - Science

Mr. Podgurski - Science

Homerooms
Mr. Murphy - Social Studies

Mr. Sykes-McLaughlin Social Studies

Ms. Oelkers - English/Social Studies

Ms. Morran - English

Ms. Murray - English
Eighth
CeLEbriTy LOOkALikeS II

Katie Wheeler and Michelle from Full House
Gary Kavanaugh and Mischa Barton
Allie Ponscyrl and Beret McCraein
Kuma Salmond and Emma Watson
Lisa Macksehern and Jennifer Garner
Jess Stout and Maiah Casey
Danny Bejranan and Rupert Grint (Ron Weasley)
Dylan Clark and Pedro from Napoleon Dynamite
Garret O'Sullivan and Napoleon Dynamite
Pat Houston and Jack Black
Joey Guertin and Ryan Sheckler
Dimitri Zagoria and Robbye Coltrane
Amanda Shelly and Eva Longoria
Anna Stabler and Nicole Richie
Breanna Morrison and Alexa Biedel
Hannah Reich and Lo from Laguna Beach
Bryan McCauley and Joey from Friends
Mallory Mizia and Amanda Bynes
Maddie Kokos and Reese Witherspoon
Katyia Molina and Jessica Biel
Jazzy Corbie and Queen Latifah
Denise Boswell and Missy Elliot
Hannah Warner and Lauren Graham/ Lorelai (Gilmore Girls)
Alex Milofsky and Sheen from Jimmy Neutron
What quote do your teachers say? Match them!!!

(A) Ms. Morran (Peabody)

(1) "Where's my Pepsi?"

(B) Ms. Harmon

(2) "Peace, Love and happiness, have a nice day, smile at your teachers."

(3) "Stop me if I'm rambling"

(F) Mr. Crowley

(4) "Ok!!"

(G) Ms. Sailor

(5) "Do you have a pass?"

(D) Mrs. Clutter

(6) "I don't give out grades, you earn them."

(7) "Get the homework out, and go over it with your group."

(8) (Insert Big Words Here, Please!!)
Seventh Graders

Houses II and V
Books That Never Made It

The Boy Who Died from Eating All His Vegetables

The Cat's Revenge by Claude Bottom

How to Get Rich by Robin Banks

Free Willy by Freda Whale

Chest Pain by I. Coffin

Dad's New Wife Bob

The End of the World by Armageddon Outtahere

Bad Falls by Eileen Dover

You Are Different and That's Bad

You were an Accident

Strangers Have the Best Candy

Rusty Bedsprings by T.P. Nightly

Something's Out There by Will & Watchman

Attention Deficit Disorder and the Affect on You. Let's Go Ride Our Bikes!
Quintessential Classroom Quotes

That's like if I asked you what your favorite ice cream flavor was, and you said... "Tree."
Mr. Pod

Don't all raise your hands at once.
Mr. Kasprzak

Student: Can I go to the bathroom?
Mrs. Smith: I hope you can.

We've got magic to do!
Mr. Shancady

I'm the center of the universe!
Ms. Durvasula

My friends...
Ms. Shea

If you guys don't chill, I'm literally going to flip out.
Mr. Robbins

Dude, that's so not cool.
Mr. Sykes-McLaughlin

Questions... anybody, somebody?
Mr. Stern

If you yawn, you have to play a solo.
Mr. Seely

There will be no grabbing of cabooses.
Mr. Unobskey

Onesies, Twosies, Threesies...
Ms. Murray

Petunias!
Ms. Aldrich

We could work... or we could sit and move the skin on our heads back and forth.
Ms. Regis

See? Bridge building is hip!
Mr. Shottuck

Y'all have a good day now!
Mr. Wenstrom

Bad French hurts my ears.
Ms. Neuman

Cwoffee Twalk...
Ms. Kaiter
Benjamin Leather
Sasha Lehensky
Will Levin
Heather Lipton
David Labanisky
Ian Liptch

Malene Lusan
Lars Lopedo
Madelon McAiborne
Carab Mcjshk
Morgan Manchelle
Justin Mares

Anna Melayr
Gregory Mason
Chenery Mason
Courtney McCusky
Tyler Mezon
Rebecca Miller

Gayle Meza
Dennis Montgomery
Hunter Montgomery
Joseph Moran
Kallyn Morette
Heather Morrison

William Morrison
Will Moss
Elizabeth Myers
Brandon Naples
John Napier
Justin Paye

Ashley Nichols
Avery Nichols
Grace Nix
Kayla Nos
Ben Nye
Lauren O'Neil

Cameron O'Donnell
Mark O'Toole
Brett Oving
Carly O'Za
Hilary Owen
Alger Owen

Ella O'Donnell
Julie Osma
Chey O'Shea
Olivia O'Grady
Anna Perzylo
Taddy Poir

Jamie Potter
Malene Freeman
Alex Pushkin
Amelia Quimbry
Connor Racine
Emma Randall
Assemblies/Beach Day
Chorus
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Math Team

Math Counts

Newspaper

Environmental Club

Student Leadership

Model UN
Yearbook Committee

Charlie Abbott
Alexa Barach
Katharine Barnes
Luke Batten
Elizabeth Cutler
Seth D'Arrigo

Alexandra Earl
Elizabeth Earis
Meghan Fay
Lara Gechtian
Elise Goodhue
Caledie Hult

Kristen Hwang
Tamara Jordan
Angela Keams
Tara Krishna
Liza MacEwen
Kelly McManama

Melony Moia
Breanna Morrison
Joanna Niz
Connor O'Brien
Lauren Penfold
Nitya Rappaport

Hannah Reich
Amanda Shelley
Anna Stabler
Jan Swint
Hannah Tremblay
Jacqui Trudeau

Hannah Warner
Katie Wheeler
Hannah Whitehead
Jackie Winter
Mounts Xenakis

Wow!! After fifteen years as advisor, CMS finally has a full-color yearbook. Thanks to all of the members of the Yearbook Committee for their extremely hard work in the production of this book. Special thanks to our photographers, Katherine Barnes, Nitya Rajgopal, Anna Stabler, Hannah Whitehead, Elise Goodhue; and Lara Gechtian, Mahalia McGill and Maddie Clute did an outstanding job as Editors this year. They also designed the front and back covers. Enjoy the book!!

Mr. Stern
What Were Teachers in their Past Lives???

Ms. Aldrich..............Paislee Gardener
Mr. Crowley..............Baseball Umpire
Ms. Fushiki..............Lady Di of Ameter
Ms. Kaiter..............Skydiver
Mr. Kasprzak............Lion Tamer
Ms. Murray..............Flight Attendant
Ms. Neuman..............Silent Movie Actress
Ms. Penniston...........Pepsi Spokesperson
Mr. Pod..............Host of "Who Wants To Be A Millionaire"
Mr. Robbins..............Hippie
Mr. Seely..............Math Professor at Harvard
Mr. Shancady............Secret Member of the Wiggles
Mr. Stern..............Chihuahua Breeder
Mr. Sykes-McLaughlin.....Model for Transition Lenses
Mr. Wenstrom............Raffi
SHOUT OUTS!!!

Hey, Charlotte. You’re pretty cool.
-Tori

Kate, Lina, and Ari,
Wow, we’ve had some great times these 3
years...you guys are such amazing
friends! I can’t imagine my middle
school experience without you. You
guys are always there to brighten up a
bad day.
Much Love,
Elise

WE LOVE YOU 8TH
GRADERS!
LOVE,
CLASS OF ‘00

John B.
We
Graduated
!!! Happy
Dance!
-Sam D.

Courtney, Kate,
Kayla, and
everyone else....
YOU ROCK! Sooo
many good times,
too many to
mention.
-Shannon

Yay I love Courtney! –
Hillary

To all my great friends,
thank you for always
being there for me! See
you in High School!
-Love,
Celeste

Bro-Bro,
All the fun times we’ve had
together make me tear up with
joy on the inside. -Zacky

We love tacos forever Miranda!
-Han-Ben!!!

Sam Raeston.
The kid who snapped me back to reality.
-Ben
Dedication

Mrs. Moran

Her experience with her own four children has shown Mrs. Moran how to handle any situation, from confused parents to very late students. She keeps the teachers and Mr. Unobskey on track with her pleasant demeanor. Whenever a bus pass is needed or a mint desired, Mrs. Moran will gladly provide you with either. She not only helps the students and teachers, but also makes sure that everything is in order; the announcements are read, and the students are dismissed.

Mrs. Moran is more than a secretary; she is a friend, a kind face, a helping hand, and a pass writing machine. She is truly the glue holding everything together, and without her, the experience at CMS just wouldn't be the same. "Concord Middle School, Vanessa Moran..." is something that we will all enjoy hearing for many years to come. Thank you for all that you do for the Concord Middle School. It is our privilege to dedicate this yearbook to her.

Mr. Baldrachi

While growing up, Mr. Baldrachi had two very strong interests — history and music. His love of history ultimately led him to his teaching career, and his love of music, especially his drumming, continues to be an important part of his life. Both passions — teaching and music — allow him to make very special connections with the young people who are his students.

Within the profession of education, Mr. Baldrachi quickly found his niche in the area of Special Education. Mr. Baldrachi plays an extremely important role because he is an educator, an advocate, a cheerleader, a liaison person, a motivator, and an "ear" for his students. His students are confident that with his help they can confront their weaknesses, harness their talents and intelligence, and do well in school.

Mr. Baldrachi’s Learning Center is like a sanctuary, not only to students on IEPs, but also to anyone who drops by for help. He makes it feel safe to say, "I don't get this and I need help." He is energetic and caring, humorous, a skilled educator, and a positive role model and mentor. Mr. Baldrachi has what can only be described as an "awesome" influence on students at CMS, and so it is appropriate to dedicate this yearbook to him.
Candids Around the Middle School
6th, 7th, and 8th Grades